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The Magic Of Ordinary Days
It's not easy being Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer's
ordinary-nosed little sister! Rudella has big dreams of leading
Santa's sleigh on Christmas Eve. But unlike her big brother,
Rudella's nose isn't shiny and red-so how will she prove to
Santa that she can guide his sleigh through a dark and foggy
night? This heartwarming holiday tale will delight every child
who dreams of turning the ordinary into something
extraordinary!
"Once upon a time, there was a woman who discovered that
she had turned into the wrong person." So Anne Tyler opens
this irresistible new novel. The woman is Rebecca Davitch, a
fifty-three-year-old grandmother. Is she an impostor in her
own life? she asks herself. Is it indeed her own life? Or is it
someone else’s? On the surface, Beck, as she is known to
the Davitch clan, is outgoing, joyous, a natural celebrator.
Giving parties is, after all, her vocation—something she
slipped into even before finishing college, when Joe Davitch
spotted her at an engagement party in his family’s crumbling
nineteenth-century Baltimore row house, where giving parties
was the family business. What caught his fancy was that she
seemed to be having such a wonderful time. Soon this largespirited older man, a divorcé with three little girls, swept her
into his orbit, and before she knew it she was embracing his
extended family plus a child of their own, and hosting endless
parties in the ornate, high-ceilinged rooms of The Open Arms.
Now, some thirty years later, after presiding over a disastrous
family picnic, Rebecca is caught un-awares by the question of
who she really is. How she answers it—how she tries to
recover her girlhood self, that dignified grownup she had once
been—is the story told in this beguiling, funny, and deeply
moving novel. As always with Anne Tyler’s novels, once we
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enter her world it is hard to leave. But in Back When We
Were Grownups she so sharpens our perceptions and
awakens so many untapped feelings that we come away not
only refreshed and delighted, but also infinitely wiser.
Readers of Jan Karon’s Mitford series and Patrick Taylor’s
Irish Country series will fall in love with Jeff High’s funny,
heartfelt Watervalley series. The pastoral charm of small-town
Watervalley, Tennesse, can be deceptive, as young Dr. Luke
Bradford discovers when he’s caught in the fallout of a
decades-old conflict… After a rocky start as Watervalley’s
only doctor, Luke Bradford has decided to stay in town,
honoring the three-year commitment he made to pay off his
medical school debts. But even as his friendships with the
quirky townsfolk deepen, and he pursues a romance with
lovely schoolteacher Christine Chambers, several military
veterans’ emotional wounds trigger anger and unrest in
Watervalley. At the center of the clash is the curmudgeonly
publisher of the local newspaper, Luther Whitmore. Luther
grew up in Watervalley, but he returned from combat in
Vietnam a changed man. He fenced in beautiful Moon Lake,
posting “Keep Out” notices at the beloved spot, and
provokes the townspeople with his incendiary newspaper. As
Luke struggles to understand Luther’s past, and restore
harmony in Watervalley, an unforeseen crisis shatters a
relationship he values dearly. Suddenly Luke must answer
life’s toughest questions about service, courage, love, and
sacrifice. CONVERSATION GUIDE INCLUDED
A heart-tugging memoir of a daddy, his daughters, and the
power of one good man to change the world… Melford
Johnson is an ordinary man. He has an ordinary job, lives in
an ordinary Indiana suburb in the 1960’s with his ordinary
wife, and his three ordinary daughters. But Melford Johnson
is also “Daddy,” a man who can capture magic in the palm of
his hand, sprinkle stardust over every occasion, and would
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pull down the moon for his three little girls just so they could
bask in its glow. As seen through the adoring eyes of his
daughter, Missi, Daddy takes the Johnson family on hilarious
family adventures. But he also faces challenging situations
with grace: delivering his own baby in a tiny bathroom in the
middle of the night, winning over a suspicious mother-in-law,
and discovering—at his own father’s funeral—that he has a
black aunt and an entire black family he never knew. Whether
Mel Johnson is the daddy you had or the daddy you only
wished you had, you’ll find yourself falling under his spell in a
story that perfectly captures a time when innocence could still
grow into optimism and love was all you needed to make
magic and turn the ordinary into the extraordinary… “Melissa
Gouty writes the magical story of all our lives in The Magic of
Ordinary. If you grew up in the 60’s and 70’s, this is an Our
Town for our generation.”—Teresa Medeiros, New York Times
bestselling author
Shortlisted for the SYRCA 2013 Diamond Willow Award,
selected as an American Library Association 2012 Notable
Children's Book, a Booklist Editors' Choice, nominated for the
OLA Golden Oak Tree Award, and a finalist for the Ruth and
Sylvia Schwartz Children's Book Awards: Young Adult/Middle
Reader Award, the Governor General's Literary Awards:
Children's Text and the Canadian Library Association Book of
the Year for Children Award There's not much that upsets
young Valli. Even though her days are spent picking coal and
fighting with her cousins, life in the coal town of Jharia, India,
is the only life she knows. The only sight that fills her with
terror are the monsters who live on the other side of the train
tracks -- the lepers. Valli and the other children throw stones
at them. No matter how hard her life is, she tells herself, at
least she will never be one of them. Then she discovers that
she is not living with family after all, that her "aunt" was a
stranger who was paid money to take Valli off her own
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family's hands. She decides to leave Jharia ... and so begins
a series of adventures that takes her to Kolkata, the city of
the gods. It's not so bad. Valli finds that she really doesn't
need much to live. She can "borrow" the things she needs
and then pass them on to people who need them more than
she does. It helps that though her bare feet become raw
wounds as she makes her way around the city, she somehow
feels no pain. But when she happens to meet a doctor on the
ghats by the river, Valli learns that she has leprosy. Despite
being given a chance to receive medical care, she cannot
bear the thought that she is one of those monsters she has
always feared, and she flees, to an uncertain life on the
street. Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in
English Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.3
Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or
drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a
character's thoughts, words, or actions). CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.5.3 Compare and contrast two or more
characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on
specific details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.6 Explain how an author
develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a text.
Everything she loved could so easily be lost. The end of
World War II should have brought joy to Gwen Mullen. But on
V-J Day, her worst fear is realized. As celebrating crowds
gather in Times Square, a soldier appears on her doorstep to
claim Mary, the baby abandoned to Gwen one year earlier.
Suddenly Gwen is on the verge of losing the child she has
nurtured and loves dearly. With no legal claim to Mary, Gwen
begins to teach Lieutenant John McKee how to care for his
child, knowing that he will ultimately take Mary away. What
starts as a contentious relationship, however, turns into
something more, and Gwen must open her heart to learn that
love means taking chances. While You Were Mine paints a
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vivid portrait of 1940s New York and tells an enchanting tale
of the nature of love and trust.
With no memory of the car accident itself, 17-year-old Mia
must come to terms with never really knowing what happened
one horrific winter's day that changed her life forever.
Olivia Dunne, a studious minister's daughter who dreams of
being an archaeologist, never thought that the drama of
World War II would affect her quiet life in Denver. An
exhilarating flirtation reshapes her life, though, and she finds
herself banished to a rural Colorado outpost, married to a
man she hardly knows. Overwhelmed by loneliness, Olivia
tentatively tries to establish a new life, finding much-needed
friendship and solace in two Japanese American sisters who
are living at a nearby internment camp. When Olivia
unwittingly becomes an accomplice to a crime and is faced
with betrayal, she finally confronts her own desires.
Beautifully written and filled with memorable characters,
Creel's novel is a powerful exploration of the nature of trust
and love.
Inspired by the true story of the World War I American
Women's Hospital, Mercy Road is a novel about love,
courage, and a female ambulance driver who risks
everything. In 1917, after Arlene Favier's home burns to the
ground, taking her father with it, she must find a way to
support her mother and younger brother. If she doesn't
succeed, they will all be impoverished. Job opportunities are
scarce, but then a daring possibility arises: the American
Women's Hospital needs ambulance drivers to join a
trailblazing, all-female team of doctors and nurses bound for
war-torn France. On the front lines, Arlene and her fellow
ambulance drivers work day and night to aid injured soldiers
and civilians. In between dangerous ambulance runs, Arlene
reunites with a childhood friend, Jimmy Tucker, now a soldier,
who opens her heart like no one before. But she has also
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caught the attention of Felix Brohammer, a charismatic army
captain who harbors a dark, treacherous secret. To expose
Brohammer means risking her family's future and the promise
of love. Arlene must make a choice: stay in the safety of
silence or take the greatest chance of her life.
Traces the story of dancer-turned-magician's assistant
Adelaide Herrmann, placing her achievements against a
backdrop of period conventions about women in the arts and
her determination to continue her work after the death of her
husband.
Kirkus Star "Good things happen in the ordinary minutes of
an ordinary day." This is a book about mindfulness. About
relishing the magic of the here and now. About enjoying the
extraordinary unfoldings of an ordinary day. Moving from
morning to night, the narrator becomes, by turns, boy or girl,
of ever-changing ethnicity and ability, inhabiting city, country,
or suburb. They are all children everywhere, opening
themselves to the gift of time.
A heartfelt tale describing the beauty of friendship and love,
and the true story of musician Ikey Owens.
Police Chief Delaney Reed can handle supernatural
disasters. With gods vacationing in her little town of Ordinary,
Oregon, and monsters living alongside humans, she's had
plenty of practice. But trying to handle something so normal,
so average, so very ordinary as planning her own wedding to
the man she loves? Delaney is totally out of her depth. When
a car falls out of the sky and lands on the beach, Delaney is
more than happy to push guest lists and venue dates out of
her mind. The car appears empty, but someone has slipped
into Ordinary with stolen weapons from the gods. Someone
who has the ability to look like any god, monster, or human in
town. Someone who might set off a supernatural disaster
even Delaney can't handle.
Bobby Weaver is a brother, an uncle, a husband, and a
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successful young writer who just happens to be in a coma. As
he continues to work on his own unfinished novel, a murder
mystery set along The Appalachian Trail, he shares his
thoughts about his current situation, his family, and life in
general. Interwoven throughout the book with Bobby's
irreverent voice are the viewpoints of six other characters as
we move through one day in their busy lives. From a spirited
four-year-old, to a grieving seventy-three year old, we are
introduced to the people in this young writer's life and a
spare, bittersweet story unfolds with an unexpected and
poignant ending. THE WONDER OF ORDINARY MAGIC is a
novel that explores the subtle ways our lives are
interconnected and it takes the reader on a journey that
gently reminds us that even in the darkest of days, there are
moments of wonder and ordinary magic waiting to be
discovered and embraced.
For millennia, men have told the legend of the woman whose
face launched a thousand ships--but now it's time to hear her
side of the story. Daughters of Sparta is a tale of secrets,
love, and tragedy from the women behind mythology's most
devastating war, the infamous Helen and her sister
Klytemnestra. As princesses of Sparta, Helen and
Klytemnestra have known nothing but luxury and plenty. With
their high birth and unrivaled beauty, they are the envy of all
of Greece. But such privilege comes at a cost. While still only
girls, the sisters are separated and married to foreign kings of
their father's choosing--the powerful Agamemnon, and his
brother Menelaos. Yet even as Queens, each is only
expected to do two things: birth an heir and embody the
meek, demure nature that is expected of women. But when
the weight of their husbands' neglect, cruelty, and ambition
becomes too heavy to bear, Helen and Klytemnestra must
push against the constraints of their society to carve new lives
for themselves, and in doing so, make waves that will ripple
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throughout the next three thousand years. Daughters of
Sparta is a vivid and illuminating reimagining of the Siege of
Troy, told through the perspectives of two women whose
voices have been ignored for far too long.
Witchcraft, astrology, divination and every kind of popular
magic flourished in England during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, from the belief that a blessed amulet
could prevent the assaults of the Devil to the use of the same
charms to recover stolen goods. At the same time the
Protestant Reformation attempted to take the magic out of
religion, and scientists were developing new explanations of
the universe. Keith Thomas's classic analysis of beliefs held
on every level of English society begins with the collapse of
the medieval Church and ends with the changing intellectual
atmosphere around 1700, when science and rationalism
began to challenge the older systems of belief.

Justly celebrated as one of our strongest poets,
Stephen Dunn selects from his eight collections and
presents sixteen new poems marked by the haunting
"Snowmass Cycle."
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and
hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the
human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man
Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is
neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain?
Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain
science explains all of this and more An astonishing
new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing
the centuries-old notion that the human brain is
immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to
change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge,
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M.D., traveled the country to meet both the brilliant
scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing
powers, and the people whose lives they’ve
transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain
damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable.
We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired
itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to
see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging
brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak,
children with cerebral palsy learning to move with
more grace, depression and anxiety disorders
successfully treated, and lifelong character traits
changed. Using these marvelous stories to probe
mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture,
and education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely
moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the
way we look at our brains, human nature, and
human potential.
"Traveling librarian ventures into the mining towns of
Kentucky on horseback and rediscovers her
passions in this powerful novel from the best-selling
author of A Silken Thread"-A celebration of extraordinary teachers! The boy's
breakfast is ordinary, his walk to school is ordinary,
even his thoughts are ordinary. But when he goes to
his classroom and sits down at his desk, his day
begins to change - a new teacher, Mr. Gee, bursts
into the classroom with an extraordinary idea that
challenges all the children to use their imagination.
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Suddenly an ordinary day is turned topsy-turvy, and
the boy is inspired in a way that will change him
forever. The rollicking words and pictures celebrate
the unexpected in this tribute to great teachers and
students everywhere. Once Upon an Ordinary
School Day is a 2006 Bank Street - Best Children's
Book of the Year.
The Magic of Ordinary DaysPenguin
A unique guide shows readers how to experience
exotic locales around the world, including a wild
carnival in Brazil and a tour of the Tuscan
countryside, from the comfort of their own homes by
using videos, books, music, and authentic recipes
that capture the ambience of these exciting
destinations. Original.
In this “hauntingly beautiful story about love, family,
and relationships,” a mysterious dog helps an
elderly man in his final days (Archbishop Desmond
Tutu). After Sam Peek’s beloved wife Cora dies, his
children are worried about him. After fifty-seven
years of marriage, they are unsure how their elderly
father will survive on his own. They talk about him as
if he can’t hear them, questioning how he’ll run a
farm, drive his truck, or live by himself. When Sam
tells his children about a white dog who visits him,
yet seems invisible to everyone else, they are sure
that grief and old age have taken a toll on their
father. But, real or not, the creature soothes Sam’s
grief and ultimately reconciles him with his own
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mortality. In this bittersweet story of love, grief, and
coming to terms with death, “master storyteller”
Terry Kay takes readers on Sam’s journey with his
white dog, bringing solace and comfort to the
inevitable transition that all must make (The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution).
From a pioneering researcher, this book synthesizes
the best current knowledge on resilience in children
and adolescents. Ann S. Masten explores what
allows certain individuals to thrive and adapt despite
adverse circumstances, such as poverty, chronic
family problems, or exposure to trauma. Coverage
encompasses the neurobiology of resilience as well
as the role of major contexts of development:
families, schools, and culture. Identifying key
protective factors in early childhood and beyond,
Masten provides a cogent framework for designing
programs to promote resilience. Complex concepts
are carefully defined and illustrated with real-world
examples.
“Ross Gay’s eye lands upon wonder at every turn,
bolstering my belief in the countless small miracles
that surround us.” —Tracy K. Smith, Pulitzer Prize
winner and U.S. Poet Laureate The winner of the
NBCC Award for Poetry offers up a spirited
collection of short lyric essays, written daily over a
tumultuous year, reminding us of the purpose and
pleasure of praising, extolling, and celebrating
ordinary wonders. Ross Gay’s The Book of Delights
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is a genre-defying book of essays—some as short as
a paragraph; some as long as five pages—that record
the small joys that occurred in one year, from
birthday to birthday, and that we often overlook in
our busy lives. His is a meditation on delight that
takes a clear-eyed view of the complexities, even the
terrors, in his life, including living in America as a
black man; the ecological and psychic violence of
our consumer culture; the loss of those he loves.
Among Gay’s funny, poetic, philosophical delights:
the way Botan Rice Candy wrappers melt in your
mouth, the volunteer crossing guard with a
pronounced tremor whom he imagines as a kind of
boat-woman escorting pedestrians across the River
Styx, a friend’s unabashed use of air quotes, pickup
basketball games, the silent nod of acknowledgment
between black people. And more than any other
subject, Gay celebrates the beauty of the natural
world—his garden, the flowers in the sidewalk, the
birds, the bees, the mushrooms, the trees. This is
not a book of how-to or inspiration, though it could
be read that way. Fans of Roxane Gay, Maggie
Nelson, and Kiese Laymon will revel in Gay’s voice,
and his insights. The Book of Delights is about our
connection to the world, to each other, and the
rewards that come from a life closely observed.
Gay’s pieces serve as a powerful and necessary
reminder that we can, and should, stake out a space
in our lives for delight.
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This heartwarming picture book reassures children
that a parent’s love never lets go—based on the
poignant lyrics of JJ Heller’s beloved lullaby “Hand
to Hold.” “May the living light inside you be the
compass as you go / May you always know you
have my hand to hold.” With delightful illustrations
and an engaging rhyme scheme, this book offers the
promise of security and love every child’s heart
longs to know. From skipping stones and counting
stars to climbing trees and telling stories, every
moment is wrapped snugly in the certain warmth of a
parent’s presence and God’s blessing. With
poignancy and joy, this bedtime read captures the
unconditional love parents want their children to
know but so often fail to express amid the chaos of
daily life.
Olivia Dunne, a minister's daughter who dreams of
being an archaeologist, becomess an accomplice to
a crime and is faced with betrayal, she confronts her
own desires. Filled with memorable characters,
Creel's novel is a powerful exploration of the nature
of trust and love.
Motherless and destitute, Frieda Hope grows up
during Prohibition determined to make a better life
for herself and her sister, Bea. The girls are taken in
by a kindly fisherman named Silver, and Frieda
begins to feel at home whenever she is on the water.
When Silver sells his fishing boat to WWI veteran
Sam Hicks, thinking Sam would be a fine husband
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for Frieda, she's outraged. But Frieda manages to
talk Sam into teaching her to repair boat engines
instead, so she has a trade of her own and won't
have to marry. Frieda quickly discovers that a
mechanic's wages won't support Bea and Silver, so
she joins a team of rumrunners, speeding into
dangerous waters to transport illegal liquor. Frieda
becomes swept up in the lucrative, risky work--and
swept off her feet by a handsome Ivy Leaguer who's
in it just for fun. As danger mounts and her own
feelings threaten to drown her, can Frieda find her
way back to solid ground--and to a love that will
sustain her?
It has always been difficult to appreciate everyday
life, often devalued as dreary, banal and
burdensome, and never more so than in a culture
besotted with fantasy, celebrity and glamour. Yet
many writers, artists, film-makers and photographers
have celebrated the ordinary life around them, and
many philosophers, anthropologists, psychologists
and neuroscientists have offered insights into the
difficulties and rewards of paying attention to the
here and now. With characteristic wit and earthiness,
Michael Foley - author of the bestselling The Age of
Absurdity- draws on the work of these artists and
thinkers, and encourages us to delight in the
complexities of everyday psychopathology. With
astute observation, Foley brings fresh insights to
such things as the banality of everyday speech, the
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madness and weirdness of snobbery, love and sex,
and the strangeness of everyday objects and the
everyday environment, such as the office. It is all
more fascinating, comical and mysterious than you
think.
From national bestselling author Lisa Shearin comes
a new chapter in "one of the best fantasy series
currently on the market." (Night Owl Reviews) My
name is Raine Benares—and it sucks to be me right
now. I’m a seeker who found the Saghred, a soulstealing stone that gave me unlimited powers I never
wanted. Now I’ve lost the rock—and the magic it
gave me—to a goblin dark mage whose main goals
are my death and world domination. This is more
than incentive enough for a little trip to the goblin
capital of Regor with a small band of good friends,
not-so-good friends, and one outright enemy. Don’t
ask. All we need to do is destroy the Saghred, kill the
mage, and put a renegade goblin prince on the
throne. Did I mention I’ll be doing that with no
magic?
A terrifying diagnosis. An unbreakable bond. And
one unforgettable journey. Cameron Powell has
always struggled with goodbyes. On the day his
marriage ends, he finds out his mother's cancer has
returnedand this time there may be no escape.
Faced with the prospect of more chemo and surgery,
his Germanborn mother, Inge, vows to conquer a
500mile trek across Spain, and Cameron pushes
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aside his fears to walk by her side. Joined by a misfit
band of adventurersa politically incorrect Spaniard, a
theatrical Frenchwoman, a teenager who's never
been far from homeCameron and Inge write a fierce
and funny travelogue about the rocky heights and
hidden valleys of the Camino de Santiago.
The best-selling author of The God Delusion and the
artist of such award-winning graphic novels as
Wizard and Glass address key scientific questions
previously explained by rich mythologies, from the
evolution of the first humans and the life cycle of
stars to the principles of a rainbow and the origins of
the universe. 150,000 first printing.
The Gift of an Ordinary Day is an intimate memoir of
a family in transition-boys becoming teenagers,
careers ending and new ones opening up, an
attempt to find a deeper sense of place, and a
slower pace, in a small New England town. It is a
story of mid-life longings and discoveries, of lessons
learned in the search for home and a new sense of
purpose, and the bittersweet intensity of life with
teenagers--holding on, letting go. Poised on the
threshold between family life as she's always known
it and her older son's departure for college, Kenison
is surprised to find that the times she treasures most
are the ordinary, unremarkable moments of
everyday life, the very moments that she once took
for granted, or rushed right through without noticing
at all. The relationships, hopes, and dreams that
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Kenison illuminates will touch women's hearts, and
her words will inspire mothers everywhere as they
try to make peace with the inevitable changes in
store.
Now in paperback! Even the regular, average,
ordinary days can be celebrated with this charming
8x8. Peter does not like being bored, so he comes
up with a way to have some festive fun--he'll
celebrate a different holiday each day! He even rates
them on a scale of 1 to 10. But when he wakes up
one morning to discover there isn't any holiday, he
realizes he'll have to take matters into his own hands
and make up his own! That's easier said than done,
though, and nothing seems to go right--until Peter
realizes that even a regular, average, ordinary day
can be something worth celebrating.
Monsters, gods, and mayhem... Police Chief
Delaney Reed can handle the Valkyries,
werewolves, gill-men and other paranormal
creatures who call the small beach town of Ordinary,
Oregon their home. It's the vacationing gods who
keep her up at night. With the famous rhubarb
festival right around the corner, small-town tensions,
tempers, and godly tantrums are at an all-time high.
The last thing Delaney needs is her ex-boyfriend
reappearing just when she's finally caught the
attention of Ryder Bailey, the one man she should
never love. No, scratch that. The actual last thing
she needs is a dead body washing ashore,
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especially since the dead body is a god. Catching a
murderer, wrestling a god power, and re-scheduling
the apocalypse? Just another day on the job in
Ordinary. Falling in love with her childhood friend
while trying to keep the secrets of her town secret?
That's gonna take some work.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.
At her retirement home in Wedding Tree, Louisiana,
91 year-old Amelie O'Connor is in the habit of
leaving her door open for friends. One day she
receives an unexpected visitor - her late husband
Jack's ex-fiance. Kat Morgan wants to know the truth
behind a story that's haunted her whole life. Finding
out how Amelie stole Jack's heart will - she thinks finally bring her peace. As Amelie recalls the dark
days of the Nazi occupation of Paris, The French
War Bride reveals how history shapes the courses of
our lives, for better or for worse.
Four young misfits find themselves living in a strictly
disciplined temple community where they become
friends while also learning to do crafts and to use
their powers, especially magic.
Charlie O'Shields is the creator of Doodlewash®,
founder of World Watercolor Month in July, and host
of the Sketching Stuff podcast. Every single day, for
over three years, he created a watercolor illustration
and wrote a short essay about whatever came to
mind that day and posted it on his blog. These are
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some of the collected favorites along with some
brand new musings. With over 180 illustrations, this
book is part personal memoir and sometimes just a
randomly fun romp through the sillier bits of this
crazy world we all inhabit. Written to take on the
impossible task of inspiring creativity, unleashing
your inner child, and instilling hope, it will, at the very
least, make you smile and touch your heart.
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